
Network Marketing 2.0:  Languaging is Everything 
Monday October 25, 2021 

• TNL: October 26th at 7:30 Pm CT   www.allaboutmannatech.com  
• This week’s “Product Focus:” – OSP 
• Social Media Saturday’s with Lindsay….    https://zoom.us/j/92316191159  
• For a limited time, Associates and Customers will receive FREE Ground/Standard 

shipping for One Time Orders placed at $199.00 or over. 
• Fast Start Unilevel Promotion – Help your New Associates Enrolled between Oct 1 and 

Jan 31 – More Details https://allaboutmannatech.com/new-rewards-for-new-associates-
limited-time-promotion/ 
 

 
Attendance at a One Day Event with Paul Finck and Drew Berman, October 18 
October 18, 2021 : Network Marketing 2.0 
 
1.  The number you are committed to play at:  #10  Be your Best! 
 a.  Create 25 New Clients in 25 days 
 b.  Rank advance every qtr 
 c.  Network Marketing can be a very expensive hobby or a very lucrative business 
 d.  Post-pandemic era of Network Marketing 
 e.  Repeat Repeat Repeat and Create Create Create!! 
 
2.  We have been a little misled in MLM 
 a.  How many sing at Carnegie Hall? How many make NFL Hall of Fame? 
 b.  Our Challenges: 
  Reputation 
  Lack of integrity 
  Finding People to follow through 
  Long term commitment  
  Rejection 
  Self-doubt 
  Credibility 
  Scam 
 c. Network Marketing is incredible and unbelievable... 
 but it also can be credible and believable. 
 
3.  Become an Instant authority in your space 
 a.  Client experts don't chase clients!  Clients chase experts.  Become that expert! 
 b.  Don't lead with product or income 
  Teaching:  WIIFM..."what's in it for me" 
 Open up the "Listening" 
 c.  "You can Have it All"  great concept in Paul Finck book 
 It can create you as lead expert. 
 How you can be heard in Social Media like no one else! 
 d.  "My Year of Saying YES!" 



 
4.  Treat people as a whole... not just as an MLM'er 
 a.  We are dealing with a higher sophistication. 
 Every person you approach is starting with a default "NO" 
 "Can I help you?" in a store, "No, I am just looking"  Notice, no difference. 
 b. So, let's shift and "open up the listening of your target market" 
 You cannot sell your juicy steaks to a vegetarian! 
 c.  Family based fun lifestyle BUSINESS 
 Learn Sales, Service, Mindset, Accounting, etc. 
 And you are going to be beat up a bit and it's worth it 
 "Maybe this is not for you...but if you....I .... 
 "Put your goals on my Vision board...  
  "I found something that is kind of fun that maybe we can make some money with 
 together..." 
 
5.  START from knowing there is a "DEFAULT NO" 
 a.  So, asking questions... 
 attitude:  "Hello to Yes Attitude" 
 b.  Caring about other person...versus selling your JUICY JUICE 
 Meet with people...find something in common 
 c.  QUESTIONS that changed his life: 
 Who is your market? 
 What it takes to attract them? 
 c.  Ask:  What is important to them? 
 When you get to their deepest want, and show how your company will fulfill that, you 
 will WIN. 
 How to convert someone's deepest desire to be fulfilled in what we offer! 
 "I still don't want a vegetarian in my steak restaurant" 
 d.  Customers are great and we love them... 
 But do we love and appreciate them? 
 
6.  You must have all of these in alignment: 
 What I think  
 What I say 
 What I do... 
 a.  Put your hand out...one "flat and open" and one "stop sign" 
 Then pair up and what are you totally into offering to others (open hands),  
 Ask:  What am I offering(0peh hand)?  What in my belief is stopping me (stop sign)? 
 I'm telling people they can do what I do...but I can't!  See this/solve this! 
 
7.  Make it an ELF business:  Easy Lucrative and Fun 
 a. Instead of selling MLM to others...scoot your share around and say "it is us against 
 them..." 
 b.  Make them a peer in your life 
 They all want more time, more money or more magic 
 c.  MLM stay the course and be proud...there is garbage in every industry. 



 "Join me 'cause we are the beginning of the rest of the story." 
 "Clean up the industry" 
 d.  Build in the zip code of your UPline!  
  
8.  Master the art of enrolling... 
 a.  The benefits they will have by working with you:  "4 energies" 
  1) Have fun 
  2) Aspirational...us doing things together 
  3)  Heart...connection 
  4)  Take Action...get to work 
 b.  FEEL these words...what you think, feel ,speak... 
 c.  If you want to change your life, YOU have to change your life.  
 Otherwise, nothing changes!  Tweak to go from Good to Great! 
 
9.  Everyone's fullest potential is to become a millionaire... 
 a.  Tell them the next steps and their potential 
 b.  "We are on a mission...We will help you on your mission"  
 c.  People will do more for recognition and acknowledgement...than MONEY! 
 d.  "Not everyone who buys the Gap sweater wants to work there."   
 So, know that not all your recruits want the business! 
   
10.  BNI meeting:  use these  
 a.  "You seem like a sharp person...Are you the type of guy who keeps their options 
 open for additional streams of income?" 
 
11.  Enroll A players!!  Do not allow your A players to perform like C players. 
 And don't expect your C players to perform like A players. 
 
12.  Prospecting is not what I do to my prospects but what I do for my prospects!! 
 a.  We have what they want 
 b.  Talents that were given to me...to not share my talents is sinful. 
 When I don't play full out, it is a disgrace!! 
 c.  When I talk to someone and I have "the thing" and don't share it, who am I? 
 d.  Be in sync with what you WANT and DO and SAY and THINK 
 
"I know the business I am training on is not necessarily for you but check out the product 
because I know you will enjoy it."  
  
13.  HUGE TRENDS: Pandemic...stay at home 
 a.  How long does it take to form a habit?  25-38 days  
 b.  "I don't want to interfere with your world, but I might have an opportunity that can 
 help you deal with your challenge." 
 c.  Get to the position of Mastery...only through continuing to take action...over and 
 over and over. 
 d.  It's an "AND" world not an "EITHER OR!" 
 



14.  Three ways to learn:  Visual Kinetic and Auditory 
 a.  Acknowledge and share it with them in their best way of learning by asking 
 b.  You get back what you put into it 
 c. "We have what they want...."  
 
15. Areas of BELIEF 
 a.  Just keep working on yourself...tweak; don't quit 
 b.  We don't chase the clients...Clients chase experts. 
 c.  "I just got introduced to a company that is into intl expansion.  They are in the field 
 of health and wellness and they help people with achieving and maintaining great 
 health.  It has helped me and my family by.................................'   
 
16.  When you are dealing with people who already make upper level income...then want to say 
"increase by 5-10% annually" versus how many figures.  
 a.  No matter where you are, a 5th grader is an "expert" to the 4th grader. 
 b.  You want to help the person' meet their expectations not yours. 
 c.  Don't allow your A players to act like C players...and don't expect our C players to 
 play like A players. 
 
17. Robert Kiyosaki...Network Marketing is #1 business model 
Network Marketing takes  
 a. skill development 
 b. passion 
 c. BIG WHY 
 
18.  Network Marketing Stats: 
 a.  Out of all the people that say YES 
  ...80% are happy just being customers or making $500 
     15%  are happy making $500-2000/month 
      ONLY 5% want $2000 plus 
 b.  Bill Britt (top Amway) 
 Truth...showed plan  to 1200 
           900 said no 
             85 went sideways 
             11 made me a millionaire 
19.  TEAM BUILDING:  comes from sports 
 a. Play 3 roles while building your team: 
  1) Gen Manager 
   Build a world class team of players 
   Stop selling steaks to vegetarians 
   Are you going to people over which you have authority or those who you  
   have authority over 
   2) Manager 
   80% of you are happy making 5% but 15% are interested in making an  
   addtl $500-2,000 per month 
   3)  Coach 



   You pick 3-4 people to run with and that is where most time spent! 
   Who are those 3-4? 
  
20.  The 4 Part System 
 a.  Part 1- Master the Invite 
  1)  Do this and master the game... 
  Master onboarding 
  Interviewing someone as if they are seeking a job at your $50 million law firm 
  Experts don't chase clients 
  Clients chase experts! 
   2)  Key Lime Pie story 
  I am waitress and special on Key Lime Pie...everyone say NO and just 1 person... 
  Lots of effort lots of rejection! 
  3)  Do not confuse the invite with the presentation!! 
  A little bit of facts...change results; 25% care about your ingredients, comp plan,  
  etc. Everyone is a default no...some you can convert over time if you master the  
  invite. 
  Either you really, really, really want the outcome and the goal, or you should  
  quit! 
  4)  Bullet proof invites: 
  "Just curious...(very disarming words) 
  has anything that has happened in the last 18 months impacting you in your life  
  or business in any way?" 
  "Not sure if it's a fit for you or not, I was just in Dallas at an intl. leadership  
  conference, Would you at all be (open) interested in taking a look...if not, no  
  worries"  NO BIG DEAL! 
  5)  If you get the people to watch the company video you win 
  Bridge to get people to just watch:  Become better listeners 
  The Main Thing that changed His life:  PP2BB1= Product Pusher to Business  
  Builder 
  6) "I came across ...operates on line and offline...it looks pretty cool...would you  
  be open to just take a look?" 
  7)  Elevator pitch to hot tub... 
  "It was so great hanging out with you ...I think our families could be friends.  I  
  think I  have an idea that could really support your Pilates business." 
  (alternate choice close) "when's a better time to connect, Wednesday or   
  Thursday?" 
  
 b.  Part 2:  Present: VIDEO, 3 WAY OR COMPANY PRESENTATION do the work 
  1)  There is a difference of those over whom you have influence versus you have  
  influence over... 
  What does this mean in practice... 
  Why are most product pushers... 
  That is what is influencing us!! 
  Get out of product pushing business and into the business opportunity!  
  2)  WE ARE IN 3+DIFF BUSINESSES 



   a) EDUCATION ON PRODUCT 
   b)  BUILDING A TEAM 
   c)  MLM INCOME 
  Don't confuse the INVITE to the Education/Presentation 
  3)  Answer the Question with a question??  YES! 
  Their Q may not be really what they are thinking 
  So, if you ask Questions...you stay in control 
  4)  Want more income?   
  Here are some questions which will BRING YOU MORE INCOME: 
  In a perfect world where you can have your way, how much money per month  
  in order to make this side business worth your while? 
  May I ask you another question to help you get to that >>>> per month?  
  How many hours per week can you commit in order to hit that number?  
  Then: 
  So, in this day and age with all that is going on, what would an additional   
  $4000 do in your life? 
  ON a scale of 1-10 how IMPORTANT is this to you? 
  So, Sharon  if I can show you how to make an extra $4000 per month working  
  12 hours a week or less, are you willing to sit down and let me show you how  
  you can do that?    
  5)  4 Question System:  ask these all the time...Secret Sauce! 
   (1)  Who is your ideal lead? 
   visionaries, love their company want to make more money 
   (2) Where are they? 
   meetup, facebook, tony robbins events, social media 
   (3)  What makes them tick? 
   frustrated, A players in B positions, more concerned about impact that  
   money, they want to be in a book, they want to be leaders 
   What do they think about what do htey want what is the debt hey are  
   trying to pay off, what is important to them, college educ for kids, etc.  
   If you don't know that answer you are nothing but a salesman! 
   (4) What do I have to do, change or improve to attract more of them?  
   Be a leader, a good husband, father, neatly shaven, lead a fun lifestyle,  
   etc. I have to grow and fail and contribute 
  
21.  Eight Steps to Rank Advance 
Where on the 8 steps are you struggling? 
  1.  Stranger to Hello    it is a formula... 
 break it down step by step... 
 2.  Hello to are you open? 
 I would love to connect and get to know each other better.  and hey, I have friend who i
 Is working on a project would you like to check it out? 
 (creating posture and positioning) 
 3.  Are you open to an appointment? 
 "callwithmerrijo.com"  Buy site from GoDaddy 
 4. Appointment to Presentation...master the invite... 



 Don't do presentations for your people...The people you know won't listen to you. 
  "John I know in Dallas we were talking about making some money. But there is a group 
 of people coming to Dallas, and they are great would you like to come with me?   
 Fair enough."  
 5.  Presentations to Objections 
 Questions over the objections 
 Formula:   WE HAVE WHAT THEY WANT! 
 6.  Questions to follow up 
 Sales follow up statistics 
 40% never follow up  
 25% make a 2nd contact and stop 
 12% make a 3rd 
 2% of sales on 1st 
 5% of sales on 2nd 
 80% of sales on 5th+ contact 
 Video messaging your follow up...Use video messaging  ` 
 7.  Follow up to enrollment 
 Practice your closing skills with materials available ...have it down pat. 
 8.  Enrollment to Rank Advancement 
 (and/or long term relationship) 
 How to handle objections and turn into reasons why in a presentation. 

22.  HOT NEWS to share: "Women (Not) in the Workplace" 
 a.  Historic opportunity for Direct Selling:  How we can improve its appeal to Women. 
  1)  Significant number of women who left the workforce in 2020 due to Covid 
  ...stayed at home to enjoy extended time with kids at home. 
  2)  Some who can't imagine going back now.  
  Stats:   
   a)  National Women's Law Center, female workforce participation has  
   dropped to 57% the lowest level since 1988. 
   b)  Estimated range of the number of women who left the workforce since  
   Feb 2020:  1.8 - 2.5 million. 
   c)  Who are they?  According to study by McKinsey, black women, senior  
   women and mothers were affected the most. 
  Many had no choice but to leave but many are choosing not to go back. 
 b.  McKinsey "There is a real danger that female labor force participation could face its  
 steepest sustained decline since World War II."  
 c.  Studies show that companies with diverse workforce outperform those that lack 
 diversity. 
 "Gender equity is one piece of a comprehensive approach to diversity equity and 
 inclusion."  companies who want to remain competitive must speak to the values of 
 today's emerging leaders. 
 d.  "This could be a validating time and a turning point for direct selling."  "Women 
 account for 75% of our distributor base." 
 
 e.  Freedom, Flexibility and Family:  Building our Distributor Base 



  1) The pandemic has brought upheaval and uncertainty and has accelerated  
  innovation. 
  2)  It has also given women a chance to clarify their priorities and claim more  
  power over how their lives and work are structured.   
  3)  Entrepreneurship will be a first choice for many...in fact statistics of female  
  entrepreneurs has consistently been growing for some time.  
    4)  US Census Bureau in 2018:  1.1 million women-owned companies that  
  employed people, and 10.6 million women were self-employed.  These numbers  
  have been on constant uptick...in the past 2 decades the number of women   
  entrepreneurs has increased by 114%. 
  5)   New priorities:  freedom and self-determination.  
  "I would much rather take a calculated personal risk and do something bigger  
  for myself than build something for someone else who will never share it with  
  me.  This is how I knew I was an entrepreneur."   Maya Rodriguez  
  6)  We invest in personal development and professional business growth.  "we've  
  also become significantly more transparent over the last several years.  For  
  example, the vast majority of our companies make it a priority to report legitimate 
  retail customer numbers and to clamp down on misleading statements about  
  income and results potential." 
   
 f.  Bringing More Women to the C Suite 
  1)  Huge opportunity for the Networking Companies to attract quality women in  
  the "C- Suite." 
  2) "I firmly believe that if you give women flexibility they will outperform for  
  you." 
  
 g.  Direct selling has a Great Opportunity here 
  1) Many who would stay out of workforce for a while may readily choose the  
  direct selling opportunity as it does not make them choose between work and  
  family.  "We can be the preferred option for women who want to take the   
  entrepreneurial plunge..." 

 


